First Article Inspection shall be in accordance with AS9102 current revision. The First Article Inspection Report (FAIR) must be submitted to Aerojet with the shipment. The supplier shall ensure the First Article part is clearly marked as First Article. If parts are serialized, the First Article part serial number shall be written on the FAIR.

Purchase Orders require a FAIR if:

- product has not been manufactured in a 12 month period (note this deviates from AS9102);
- all other FAIR trigger events listed in AS9102 Section 5 apply.

For Aerojet Purchase Orders originating in Camden AR, Clearfield UT, Culpepper VA, or Gainesville VA, the Supplier shall utilize the VIR form to communicate the documentation required above. The VIR form can be found here: VIR Form.

For Aerojet Purchase Orders with Redmond WA or Sacramento CA: Submit hardcopy report with part shipment.